Environmental Technical Working Group
A Stakeholder Engagement and Advisory Process to Advance the
Environmentally Responsible Development of Offshore Wind Energy for New
York State

11 December 2019

Introductions

> E-TWG Lead: NYSERDA - 518-862-1090
• Kate McClellan Press x3110,
Kate.McClellanPress@nyserda.ny.gov
• Gregory Lampman x3372,
Gregory.Lampman@nyserda.ny.gov
> Technical Support: Biodiversity Research Institute (BRI) 207- 839-7600
• Kate Williams x108, kate.williams@briloon.org
• Julia Gulka x303, Julia.gulka@briloon.org
> Facilitation Support: CBI and Cadmus
• Bennett Brooks 212-678-0078, bbrooks@cbi.org
• Farrah Anderson 617-874-1313,
Farrah.Andersen@cadmusgroup.com

Ground Rules
• Contribute – your perspectives are important
• Share time – lots to cover and many people around the table
• Integrate ideas and pose questions
• Stay focused on the agenda
• Use video capabilities
• Avoid multitasking and other distractions
• Use “raise hand” function if wanting to join the conversation

Meeting Agenda
Updates on Recent Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mitigation Plan consultations
Regional Science Entity discussions
E-TWG website, timeline, and Communications and Outreach Plan
R&D Consortium Letter
Research projects funded under NYSERDA RFP
NYSERDA Webinar Series

BMP Specialist Committees: Update and
E-TWG Role
•
•

Specialist Committee progress
E-TWG involvement in comments to DPS

Workshop Plans
•
•

2020 State of the Science Workshop
Bird and Bat Scientific Research Framework

Other Updates
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NYSERDA OREC18-1
Select Contract Requirements
•
•
•
•

•

Consult with relevant State agencies around fishing, wildlife, and
the environment (Sec. 12.03)
Participate in New York’s technical working groups (TWGs) (Sec.
12.04)
Evolve appended fisheries & environmental mitigation plans (MPs)
over the course of the project (Sec. 12.05/12.06)
Make environmental data collected during site assessment
publicly available (Sec. 12.07)
Implement lighting controls to minimize nighttime visibility (Sec.
12.08)

Mitigation Plan Collaboration
Environmental

Commercial Fishing

Environmental and Fisheries TWGs provide valuable representation,
technical insight, and constructive solutions
•

Empire Wind and Sunrise Wind have developed preliminary Mitigation
Plans, which are appended to the Phase One Report.

•

Developers met with the Environmental and Commercial Fishing
Technical Working Groups to present preliminary Mitigation Plans.

•

Productive dialogues and written feedback will inform next round of
edits, to be published on the TWG websites.

•

Mitigation plans will continue to evolve as part of an iterative process.

Mitigation Plans – Sunrise Wind
High-level Takeaways
• Many areas where more specificity desired
• Speak to intentionality of commitment where more detail is
not possible now
• Add in requested content that is missing (e.g. nocturnal birds,
habitat displacement, etc.)
• Bring in more lessons learned from other projects and places
• Put together webinar on noise monitoring in Q1 of next year

Mitigation Plans – Empire Wind
High-level Takeaways
• Strong appreciation for gravity-based structure (GBS) foundation
• Several specific suggestions for strengthening study of potential
impacts
• Longer-term priority to discuss risk assessment tools and
frameworks for decision-making
• Prepare document that frames what project is doing in addition
to requirements for mitigation plan
• Interest in topic-specific webinars: aerial surveys, assessments

NYSERDA OREC18-1
Mitigation Plans
• Submitted MPs were “standardized” and
included in the contract
• Anticipate updating MPs ~2-3 times a year on
major milestones based on guidance from
State/federal agencies, TWGs and other
stakeholders
• Lessons learned from TWG discussions
around MPs, and other regional MP
processes, will be discussed by full TWGs
• Possibility of pre-populating some of the MPs
in next OREC solicitation

Discussion

E-TWG Meeting

Regional Science
Entity Update
Cadmus Group & CBI
December 11, 2019

Regional Science Entity (RSE) Update
• Cadmus and CBI (C&C) have been supporting the effort to develop a Regional Wildlife Science Entity for
Offshore Wind.
• From last March to May this effort included: Conducting 7 case studies, holding 25 stakeholder (first
round) interviews, and facilitating two workshops in May 2019.
• To help progress following the workshops in May, a representative “Coordinating Group” (CG) has been
formed.
• With oversight from the CG, in the past several months, C&C have:
• Conducted a second round of ~30 interviews with stakeholders across state, federal, developer, and NGO
sectors
• Developed an integrated “business case” that articulates the need for the Regional Science Entity,
mission, geographic scope, objectives, and benefits to the sectors. Solicited feedback from the CG and
broader (list of 80+) stakeholders, and integrated the feedback.
• Drafted an initial version of a “business plan” that lays out potential structure, roles, directional budget,
and first-year workplan for RSE.
• Key elements of the RSE as initially envisioned as well as open questions follow on the next slides.

Overview of Potential High-Level
Structure
> Proposed structure of the Offshore Wind and Wildlife Research Consortium (OWWRC)

Fiscal Agent
Actor

Who

Fiscal Agent An organization with
existing functional
administrative capacities
that is willing to provide
key functions for OWWRC
for a reasonable and
preferably low overhead
cost

Key Functions

Selection and/or
Eligibility (and
options)

Options

Carries out administrative • RFP/RFI issues by CG • Admin Home
and financial duties, chiefly
or on behalf of by one
• Existing NGO
aggregating funding and
member
(AWWI or CSSF)
developing a payroll
• Selected directly by
• NFWF
consensus of the
• Single federal
Coordinating Group
agency
• Staffing & Research
fiscal functions
separated

Coordinator
Actor

Who

Coordinator

An individual employed
full-time by OWWRC with
appropriate skills and
competencies (outlined
below and in the
appendix)

Key Functions

Selection and/or
Eligibility

Conducts day-to-day
Job listing and interview
management of OWWRC
process via the SC (or
including planning events, current CG)
coordinating the
committees and overseeing
research

Options
• Single FT coordinator
in a single fiscal agent
• Other?

Steering Committee
Actor

Who

Key Functions

Steering
Committee

A small group representing
the key sectors to ensure
coordination of the work
and oversight of the
Coordinator and fiscal
agent

Provides strategic direction
and serves as the decisionmaking body of the
OWWRC

Selection and/or
Eligibility

Options

Representatives of each • X-member fee based
of the key sectors. The
membership, sliding
exact selection will
scale, to sit on SC and
depend on the size of
Taxa Subcommittees
this SC as well as
• 8-member crossexpectations around
sector “representative
funding and funders role. body”

Taxa Subcommittee
Actor

Who

Taxa
Three groups of experts,
Subcommittees organized by taxa. Taxa
include marine
mammals, birds and sea
turtles (from NGOs,
government, academic
and research
organizations).

Key Functions
Provides detailed
recommendations on
research needs to Steering
Committee. Plans and
organizes biannual “Taxa
Needs Workshops”
detailing the research
needs of taxa: marine
mammals; sea turtles; and
birds

Selection and/or
Options and Questions
Eligibility
By sector and
expertise as well as
by legal jurisdiction

• Birds, Turtles, MM led by
appropriate federal agency
and multi-sectoral
members
• Use state of science
workshops to scope needs
& SC ”filters” ideas
• Use consulting firms/DOE
to scope issues
• How to include experts
while managing conflicts of
interest?

Wider Stakeholders and General Public
Actor

Who

Key Functions

Selection and/or Eligibility

Wider
Stakeholders

Interested representatives
from key stakeholder
sectors

Invited to attend and participate Self-selection but constrained
in workshops, or provide
by clear criteria for participation
feedback and information at key
points

General
public

All interested members of
the public

Informed/sent information

Open to all interested

Costs & Funding
> Estimated annual costs approximately $600K
• FT Coordinator
• PT administrator
• Overhead (computers, consultants, etc.)
• Events

> Options for Funding
• Federal agencies jointly fund via multiple PT staff
• One federal agency provides substantial seed/start-up money (DOE) and staffing
• Developer/NGO fund operating costs collectively – federal and state agencies fund events, products, and deliverables
• Other

Next Steps
> CG to provide guidance on open questions to refine first draft of Business
Plan
> C&C to circulate draft to E-TWG and stakeholders for input
> Workshop January 31st in Boston, MA

Questions?

E-TWG Website, Timeline &
Communications

E-TWG Website
> New E-TWG Website:
nyetwg.com
• Independent site developed
based on E-TWG feedback
• Live as of October 2019
• Wix platform with mailing list,
email blast, and other increased
capabilities
• Archive for meeting summaries,
mitigation plan iterations, and
other products
• SotS Workshop website(s)

E-TWG Timeline

Communications and Outreach Plan
> Revised based on comments at the last E-TWG meeting and updated website.
> Support staff will send a final version to the E-TWG shortly and post it on the website.

R&D Consortium Letter
> Letter submitted to the National Offshore Wind
Research and Development Consortium:
March 15, 2019
•
•

Technology development for real-time observations of baleen
whales
Technology development and assessment for detecting and
deterring collisions of flying wildlife at offshore wind farms

> Consortium Roadmap v2.0 released:
October 2019
•

•

Section 4.2.1. includes technology to reduce siting conflicts and
turbine interactions with wildlife
Potential conflicts include collisions of surface vessels with
marine mammals, avian species interactions, interference with
fishing, and the impact of noise on marine mammals from
underwater pile-driving.

NYSERDA-funded Research
5 New Contracted Studies
• Strategies and Tools to Address Commercial Fishing Access in Offshore Wind Farms;
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
• Creation of a Fishermen’s Data Trust for effective inclusion of fishermen's
knowledge in OSW decision making; Responsible Offshore Development
Alliance (RODA)
• Multi-Scale Relationships Between Marine Predators and Forage Fish; Biodiversity
Research Institute
• Wildlife Distribution Modeling in the New York Bight; Ecology and Environment
• Development of Monitoring Protocols for Nanotag Studies at Offshore Wind Farms;
US Fish and Wildlife Service
• Coming soon … Geotechnical and Geophysical Surveys

NYSERDA Webinar Series
Coming soon …

Break
10:30-10:45

BMP Specialist
Committees:
Update and E-TWG Role

New York Timeline
Phase 1 Report

GEIS

> Phase 1 report on procurement process
> Submitted to PSC in November
> First step for next procurement

Procurement
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Public
Comment
Period

New York Timeline
Phase 1 Report

GEIS

> Generic Environmental Impact Statement

Procurement
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Public
Comment
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New York Timeline
Phase 1 Report

GEIS
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Announcement

Public
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> Phase 2 Procurement Announcement
> Public Comment Period
> 60 day public comment period to submit recommendations to the Public Service
Commission

BMP Specialist Committees
>Committees formed in early 2019
• Focused on developing recommendations for management practices to measure, minimize, and
mitigate wildlife impacts at offshore wind farms
- Marine mammals and sea turtles
- Birds and bats

>Committee Process
• Review existing efforts aimed at developing BMPs, including from other industries as appropriate
• Identify the scope of BMPs to be developed, the development phases for which mitigation measures
will be designed, the taxa and types of impacts for which measures will be applicable
• Develop product that could be used to inform the New York State Phase 2 procurement
• Identify longer-term focus, goals, and expected end product(s)

Recommendations vs. BMPs
>Committee discussions have used the term “best management
practices” or “BMPs” as convenient shorthand. However, this
terminology is also a source of confusion, as the term is used in a
variety of ways in different contexts. Committees are starting to
use the term “recommendations” to reduce confusion.

Products
>Verbal: to NYSERDA/DPS during calls and meetings
>Written: Summary document with reflection of committee discussions
• Purpose: a public document that summarizes recommendations discussed by the
committee, the level of committee support, and group discussion around each topic,
including implementation considerations
• Aims to capture the diversity of views on each topic, regardless of whether consensus is
reached; no individual attribution
• The document will be publically available, and will be updated periodically as committee
discussions progress
• Summary document can be referred to by individual member organizations in public
comments to DPS

E-TWG Involvement
>Version 1.0 of summary documents will be sent to the E-TWG in
early Feb for review prior to the E-TWG meeting
• Opportunity to provide feedback to the committees on draft

>Options for E-TWG Involvement
• Provide comments to committees on summary documents
• Letter to DPS referencing summary documents
- Identify areas of consensus, if any; make recommendations

• Recommend an approach for specialist committees to make recommendations
directly to DPS
• Other? (please send us ideas to discuss in February)

>Main topic of discussion during February E-TWG meeting

Questions?

Workshop Plans

2020 State of the Science Workshop
> Topic: Cumulative Impacts to Wildlife
> Timing: May 5-8, 2020 (not official yet)
> Location: Westchester County, NY
> Workshop Outline
• Day 1: Plenary talks
• Day 2: Breakout workshops
Goal: Develop a research agenda for understanding cumulative impacts of offshore wind energy on
different taxa. Identify key studies to be undertaken in the next 5 years.

• Day 3: Optional side meetings and workshops

> Registration: Day 1 open to anyone, Day 2 breakout attendance by group
lead permission

2020 State of the Science Workshop
>Rough Agenda
• Day 1:
-

Frameworks for understanding cumulative impacts from offshore wind
Current knowledge on cumulative impacts
Breakout group discussions and report back to full group
Evening poster session

• Day 2:
- Designing studies to assess cumulative impacts
- Working Group breakouts
Topics: benthos, fishes and mobile invertebrates, birds, bats, marine mammals, sea turtles,
habitat and environmental change

- Report back and group discussion

2020 State of the Science Workshop
>Next Steps
• Logistics
- Finalize venue
- Send save the date
- Registration will open in early 2020

• Scientific program
-

Continue shaping the agenda
Identify speakers for Day 1
Identify breakout group leads
Identify starting points for breakout group
discussions

Questions?

Bird and Bat Related Efforts
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NYSERDA Efforts

Long-term
Goals

Improved understanding of impacts
to birds and bats from offshore
wind

Reduced risk to birds and bats
from offshore wind

Reduced permitting risk for
offshore wind developers

Other Efforts
E-TWG
E-TWGadjacent

Bird and Bat Scientific Research Framework
> NYSERDA is supporting development of a scientific research framework to
guide the long-term study of potential impacts to birds & bats from offshore
wind development in the eastern U.S.
> Planning committee
• USFWS, BOEM, PNNL, NC WRC, NYSERDA, Audubon NY, BRI

> Objectives
• Identify key questions related to impacts to birds/bats associated with offshore wind construction and
operations
• Develop testable hypotheses to answer key questions, including methodological considerations
• Identify data gaps and technological deficiencies that may inhibit our ability to answer these questions

Bird and Bat Scientific Research Framework
>Multi-day stakeholder workshop in March 2020
• Planning committee developing scientific program
• Day One:
- Purpose and context; overview of current knowledge on impacts; data collection and analysis
approaches; existing data; and developing preliminary concepts for hypotheses and
experimental designs

• Day Two:
- Experimental design for hypothesis testing; development of hypotheses and study methods
• Day Three:
- Subject matter experts will take input from Days 1-2 and begin developing framework
document

>Following the workshop, subject matter experts draft the framework

Bird and Bat Scientific Research Framework
Discussion: Potential invitees for the stakeholder workshop
Type of potential effect:
• Collisions (marine birds, terrestrial
avian migrants, bats)
• Attraction (bats)
• Displacement (marine birds)
• Barrier effects (migrants, breeding
seabirds)
• Stress responses or other
physiological changes (marine birds)
• Habitat/prey changes (marine birds)

Study method:

• Aerial surveys
• Ship-based surveys
• Tracking (for large-bodied vs. smallbodied species)
• Remote detection systems (cameras,
radar, acoustics)
• Tissue sampling

Other Updates

F-TWG Related Updates
> New York State offshore wind
fisheries liaison
> With RODA, seeking feedback
on transit corridor options
https://nyfisheriestwg.ene.com/Contact/survey

New NYSERDA Offshore Wind Website
> Do you use the website?
> If yes, what for?
> What aspects of the website could
be improved to increase usefulness?
> Email Kate MP with thoughts

Other updates?
Photo credit: Daniel Poleschook

Future E-TWG
meetings
> What do you think of
this remote meeting
approach?

Next Steps
> Please fill out the scheduling poll for the February E-TWG meeting if you have
not done so already: https://doodle.com/poll/g6dgwvx7srzqfstg
> In early February you will receive updated summary documents from the BMP
specialist committees – please plan to review these prior to the February E-TWG
meeting
> E-TWG timeline for 2020: Jan 2020 RSE Workshop
Early Feb
Feb 2020
March
May 5-8
Ongoing

BMP Summary documents to E-TWG for review
E-TWG Meeting
Bird and Bat Research Framework Workshop
State of the Science Workshop
BMP Specialist committee meetings

